CANDY CRANE HOUSE

“The Smart Candy House cranes are an excellent addition to my locations. I added two units side by side in one location and the kids play them constantly. The look is so unique. When kids see the flashing lollipops on the corners, they head straight for them. Without a doubt, every Amusement Center, Bowling Alley, FEC, and Skating Rink should have this crane in their locations. The results are in the cashbox.”

Kreider Amusement Company
Reading, PA

ASK YOUR DISTRIBUTOR FOR: THESE GREAT FEATURES

- Bright decals with candy rope light covers and light-up roof
- Fits under standard doors with roof and fits under standard ceilings with additional lollipop attached on top
- Coin mechanism and room for a Dollar Bill Acceptor
- “Winner, Every Time” setting encourages repeat play
- Great music and sound effects
- Durable cabinet and secure coin box
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